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**ABSTRACT**  
IR systems consist of phases like document preprocessing, indexing, query expansion, query matching, ranking etc. The document preprocessing phase is the most important phase to parse the document and collect keywords. Relevance of overall IR system improves if main topics of document are perfectly identified during this phase. It is a known fact that Topics are mostly phrase based. Existing phrase search methods like n-grams or positional indexes are quite complex and also suffer from problems of inaccuracy, requirement of large storage space etc. Moreover, IR system like digital library may consist of eBooks on one or more subjects. So for phrase collection, one may have to use appropriate ontology to retrieve phrases or topics. This paper presents a new approach called AuTopicGen (Automatic Topic Generator) that automatically collects most relevant topics of eBooks from its contents and indexes using rule based positional patterns approach. From the collected topics, we create topic hierarchy that can work as light weight ontology to improve overall performance of information retrieval system especially for phrase based queries and to assist user with query recommendation. Further this will be useful as topic maps, mind maps, to improve user interface to help user navigate through topics, for categorization, query expansion and ranking algorithms. We have successfully implemented the approach for topic collection practically on eBooks and presented in this paper.
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**1. INTRODUCTION**  
Digital world of 21st century is bundled with enormous information and it is growing tremendously day by day. To make desired information available to the user, Information Retrieval systems are developed. Major stages of IR systems are document preprocessing, indexing, query expansion, query matching, ranking etc. Digital library and search engines are examples of IR systems.

Phrase search is a major research issue in IR with the aim to retrieve most relevant documents. Collection of most relevant phrases or topics of document are very useful to find exact documents that match it, to assist user with different other topics related to user search, to use in query recommender and to provide visual browsing user interface to make user aware with contents available in document.

Identification of phrases is done at document preprocessing stage. It is evident that performance and efficiency of IR systems heavily depends on work done in document preprocessing phase. For this IR systems make use of bi-word or tri-word indexes, TF-IDF, or word position indexes to find documents that match user query [1]. Modern IR systems make use of existing ontology or topic models. Further IR system may consist of documents on different subjects, therefore for phrase collection we may use appropriate ontology depending on domain. These methods are quite complex, time consuming and also suffer from problems of inaccuracy, requirement of large storage space etc.

In view of the above, an automated approach is required for topic collection from documents on different subjects.

This paper presents a new approach called AuTopicGen (Automatic Topic Generator) which automatically collects most relevant topics of documents from contents using rule based positional pattern approach. We collect topics from Contents and Index of eBooks because they contain major technical phrase based topics related to the document. From the collected topics, we create topic hierarchy that can work as light weight ontology to improve overall performance of information retrieval system for phrase based query and search. This will also be useful as topic maps, mind maps, to improve user interface to help user navigate through topics, for categorization, query expansion and ranking algorithms. This approach has been successfully implemented for topics collection on eBooks and presented in the paper.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related work. Section III describes methodology of topics collection. Section IV shows results and section V concludes the paper.

**2. RELATED WORK**  
Phrase or topic based query must be matched with relevant document that actually contain its words in its exact sequence. Using bag of words approach for this mostly retrieves irrelevant documents because most document contain these keywords more number of times but keywords may not exist in same order in documents. For phrase search, IR systems use one or combination of following approaches:

**2.1 Use of Readymade Ontology or Topic Maps**  
For phrase search in [3] OntoRo and OntoCorp ontology are used. In [11] use of WordNet is done for the same. It helps to retrieve documents that contain exact words or synonyms of it. But it is quite complex and takes more time to process large amount of documents with bulky sized ontology. Apart from this disadvantage, use of more than one domain specific ontology makes operations complex for document collection of diverse domains.

**2.2 Phrase Collection**  
Various techniques like bi-word, tri-word or n-word index and positional indexes are used in [1]. N-word index require a large amount of storage and majority of phrases may not be of use. In
[2][7][8][9][10][12] authors have removed irrelevant phrases but they have used different word level positional indexes which require storing positional location of each word in document which is complex, time consuming and occupies a large storage space.

2.3 Manually Built Topic Maps
Topic maps contain list and hierarchy of topics. Manually-built topic maps are developed as stated [4] for IR systems. Usefulness of such maps is described [5][6]. Manually built topic maps may generate more relevant results but it requires a lot of time and expert assistance for its development.

Considering all these issues, we have developed an automated approach to collect topics or topic maps. In this approach we automatically collect most relevant topics of documents from contents and indexes based on positional patterns that work effectively for collection of documents of any domain or subject or mix of various subjects.

3. AuTopicGen: AUTOMATED TOPICS COLLECTION APPROACH
AuTopicGen i.e Automatic Topics Generator has been practically implemented using Java to programmatically collect topics and topics hierarchy from contents and indexes of eBooks collection. We collect topics from Contents and Index of eBooks because they contain major technical phrase based topics related to the document and contain text of highly unstructured nature. We have observed format of various books and its patterns for contents and indexes. Few of them are shown here (as shown in Figure 1).

Some eBooks contains “Preface” as a title for contents. In certain eBooks, first list of chapters are given and then detailed contents list is provided (Figure 1[e]). Similarly different formats are adapted for index also. Due to such heterogeneity complexity increases.

Considering such issues we implemented rule based decision tree approach. We have made use of regular expression and fuzzy approach to find similar strings and patterns rather than matching exact strings and patterns. Overview of our methodology is given below.

1. Read document line by line. Find lines with words like “index”, “contents”, “table of contents”, “Preface” etc. Also check lower neighboring lines. If lines contain topic numbers and/or corresponding page numbers, then we found an exact location to start collecting topics from contents.
2. Check lower neighboring lines. If lines contain topic numbers and/or corresponding page numbers, then it is a valid member to be part of our collection.
3. Based on chapter number and sub topics numbering patterns build up hierarchy of topics.
4. Clean the pattern. (Remove topic number, page numbers and punctuation marks) In this step also different patterns are followed in different eBooks. Like “2.4 Topic Name …….36”, “Topic Name 20” etc. While removing topic number, page numbers and punctuation marks, we have to take care of preserving punctuation marks used in topic itself.

![Figure 1. (a) eBook showing title of contents as “Table of Contents”](image1)

![Figure 1. (b) eBook showing title of contents as “CONTENTS”](image2)

![Figure 1. (c) eBook showing title of contents as “Contents”](image3)

![Figure 1. (d) eBook showing title of contents as “Contents” on right side](image4)

![Figure 1. (e) eBook showing “Contents at a Glance”](image5)
5. Filter topic if it is one of the member stop list. We also filter one word topics. In this collection, certain words repeat and they are not useful to improve relevance. We have made a stop word list of total 42 such terms. Few of such terms are “FIGURE”, “Introduction”, “Summary”, “Conclusion”, “Q&A”, “Exercise”, etc. While collecting topics we filter it and store only useful topics.

6. Find location of line with word “Index”. Some eBooks may not contain index.

7. Check lower neighboring lines and collect topics. If lines topic names and page numbers, then it is a valid member to be part of our collection. In INDEX, main topic does not contain line number and its sub topic contains line number. Based on this build hierarchy of topics.

8. Clean the pattern. (page numbers and punctuation marks) In this step also different patterns are followed in different eBooks. Like “Topic Name ..........36”, “Topic Name 20” etc. Here also while removing topic number, page numbers and punctuation marks, we have to take care of preserving punctuation marks used in topic itself.

9. Filter topic if it is one of the member stop list.

10. After topics identification, undergo with usual keywords collection approach.

In this approach, we have not applied stemming and removing common stop word process on collected topics to maintain originality of topics.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We have parsed eBooks and collected topics. Here we have shown sample of our result with 10 eBooks and number of topics collected from them (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Book</th>
<th>No. of Topics Found</th>
<th>Relevant Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>21 recipes for mining twitter</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A manager’s guide to data warehousing</td>
<td>2442</td>
<td>2238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Data Mining, Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques 2nd Ed (Morgan Kaufmann 2005)/WEKA</td>
<td>1418</td>
<td>1374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Manning Schuetze Statistical NLP</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Practical Artificial Intelligence in prolog-lisp-java</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Practical Semantic Web and Linked Data Applications</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Think Python</td>
<td>2377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The myths of security</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ThinkStats</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>WebManual</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Outcomes of 10 sample e-books for collected topics

A short sample of topic hierarchy obtained is as given below:

1. Gaining Data Warehouse Success
   1.1 The Essentials of Data Warehousing
   1.2 What Is a Data Warehouse?
   2 Understanding Where You Are and Finding Your Way
   2.1 Assessing Your Current State
   2.2 What Is Your Company’s Strategic Direction?
   2.3 What Are the Company’s Top Initiatives?
   2.4 How Healthy Is Your Data?

Topic hierarchy that we created can also work as light weight ontology to improve semantic relevance of IR system. Its accuracy is 90.45% for collection shown in this paper, however it may vary for collection of different number and types of documents. In Table-1, relevant topics means correctly extracted topics. Correctness of topics is checked by manually reading them.

Rather than making use of domain level knowledge to collect topics, we have used a positional pattern based approach hence it can work well with document collection of any type of domain.

5. CONCLUSION

Topic collection is useful to improve overall performance of IR system. This paper introduces first practical version of an automated topics collection approach AuTopicGen which stands for Automatic Topic Generator which automatically collects most relevant topics of eBooks from contents and indexes using rule based positional pattern approach. Its accuracy is 90.45% for collection shown in this paper and it may vary for collection of different number and types of documents. We are working to enhance it and to utilize it for our digital library as part of our research work. In future in our digital library, this topic collection will be used to improve performance in querying, making navigational topic interface, query recommender and ranking algorithm.

Topic collection enhances relevance of result for phrase queries. This approach is purely positional pattern based. So it is useful to be applied on eBooks from any type of domain. Using our topic collection, easy to use browsing interface can be made for users which helps them to search topic even if they do not know them. (rather than just typing query terms blindly). It can also improve user interface to help user navigate through topics.
Interactive query expansion and query recommender systems can be enhanced from topic collection. Improvement can be done in performance of categorization, and ranking algorithms stages of IR system. Our approach is quite useful and efficient to collect topics of any domain or subject.
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